6th IEEE International Conference on Technology for Education (T4E)

Hosted by Amrita University

Pre-Conference Workshop
17th December 2014 Kochi Campus
18th – 21st December 2014 Amritapuri Campus

Exciting Contests: Finalists attend T4E for Free
- Students Contest
- Teachers Contest
- (Course Design)

Apply Online Now: Free entry closes November 20th

Website: www.amrita.edu/t4e

Panel Discussions
Future of Online Education
- G. Venkatesh
  IEEE, BT Madras
- Raman Moudgalya
  NOCIL, IIT Bombay
- Ranjan Bose
  IIT Delhi
- Veena Rangan
  Amrita University

Panel Discussions: Serious Games & Virtual Devices

Future of Online Training
Build Online Courseware with MIT Open EdX
by Padma Shri Depak Praetak
IIT Bombay

Pre-Conference Special Workshop on 17th December 2014 @ Kochi Campus
Separate Online Registration

Keynote Speakers
- Siu Cheung Kong
  Hong Kong Institute of Education
- Erkki Sulnier
  University of Eastern Finland
- Sanjay Chawla
  TIFRL, Mumbai
- Stephen Downes
  National Research Council, Canada

IEEE Student Grants Available
Fellowship awards for Students & Teachers

Latest Research Papers
in Education Technology

Samsung Gear VR
Facebook Ocuus
Google Magic Leap

Virtual Reality Devices
zSpace: Explore & Understand

Workshops:
- Designing and Developing
- Flipped Classroom Instruction:
  Barry Spenier, CSUL, Connecticut, USA
- Enhancing video lectures with
  micro-notes using Moodle:
  Veer Kumar, PES-II, Bangalore
- Development, Integration and
  Deployment of a Virtual Lab:
  Aneag Ray, Visram Research, IIT Hyderabad
- 4 Gesture-based affordances for
  designing serious games:
  Saneer Sahakabulou, Britji Nujari, IIT Bombay

Win Prizes worth Lakhs

Conference Chairs
Steering
General
Program
Organizing

Government

National Mission on Education (NMEICT)
- Use NMEICT Products (Free)
  - NPTEL, Virtual Labs, Spoken Tutorials, T10K, A-VIEW, Pedagogy Project more...

Funding Opportunities
Learn how to get funding from NMEICT
http://sakshat.ac.in

Website: www.amrita.edu/t4e
Amitapuri Campus, Kollam, Kerala
Email: t4e@amrita.edu Phone: +91 476 280 4436, +91 949 600 7404, +91 858 900 4255